Positioning patients for spine surgery: Avoiding uncommon position-related complications
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Abstract

Positioning patients for spine surgery is pivotal for optimal operating conditions and operative-site exposure. During spine surgery, patients are placed in positions that are not physiologic and may lead to complications. Perioperative peripheral nerve injury (PPNI) and postoperative visual loss (POVL) are rare complications related to patient positioning during spine surgery that result in significant patient disability and functional loss. PPNI is usually due to stretch or compression of the peripheral nerve. PPNI may present as a brachial plexus injury or as an isolated injury of single nerve, most commonly the ulnar nerve. Understanding the etiology, mechanism and pattern of injury with each type of nerve injury is important for the prevention of PPNI. Intraoperative neuromonitoring has been used to detect peripheral nerve conduction abnormalities indicating peripheral nerve stress under general anesthesia and to guide modification of the upper extremity position to prevent PPNI. POVL usually results in permanent visual loss. Most cases are associated with prolonged spine procedures in the prone position under general anesthesia. The most common causes of POVL after spine surgery are ischemic optic neuropathy and central retinal artery occlusion. Posterior ischemic optic neuropathy is the most common cause of POVL after spine surgery. It is important for spine surgeons to be aware of POVL and to participate in safe, collaborative perioperative care of spine patients. Proper education of perioperative staff, combined with clear communication and collaboration while positioning patients in the operating room is the best and safest approach. The prevention of uncommon complications of spine surgery depends primarily on identifying high-risk patients, proper positioning and optimal intraoperative management of physiological parameters. Modification of risk factors extrinsic to the patient may help reduce the incidence of PPNI and POVL.
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Core tip: Perioperative peripheral nerve injury (PPNI) and postoperative visual loss (POVL) are rare complications related to patient positioning during spine surgery. It is important for spine surgeons to be aware of PPNI and POVL to participate in safe, collaborative perioperative care of spine patients. Proper education of perioperative staff, combined with clear communication and collaboration while positioning patients in the operating room is the best and safest approach. The prevention of uncommon complications of spine surgery depends primarily on identifying high-risk patients, proper positioning and optimal intraoperative management of physiological
parameters.

**INTRODUCTION**

Surgical procedures involving the spine are one of the commonly performed procedures worldwide. The number of spine fusion surgeries performed in the United States has increased steadily over the past two decades[1-4]. Positioning patients for spine surgery is pivotal for optimal operating conditions and operative-site exposure. During spine surgery, patients are placed in positions that are not physiologic, would not be tolerated for prolonged periods by the patient in the awake state, and may lead to complications. Although the incidence of complications associated with positioning patients for spine surgery is relatively low, position-related complications can be devastating and life changing to patients and their families. Understanding these uncommon complications and their etiology is pivotal to prevention, and necessary if one is to obtain a truly informed consent from the patient. In this review article we discuss two of the uncommon, less recognized complications related to patient positioning during spine surgery; perioperative peripheral nerve injury and postoperative visual loss (POVL).

**PERIOPERATIVE NERVE INJURY**

Perioperative peripheral nerve injury (PPNI) is a rare but important perioperative complication resulting in significant patient disability, functional loss and the potential for litigation[5,6]. The reported incidence of PPNI is 0.03%-0.1%[7,8]. The mechanism of perioperative peripheral nerve injury is not well understood[9]. In the American society of anesthesiologists (ASA) closed claims study, there is no apparent mechanism of injury in the majority of the nerve injury claims[6]. Neurosurgical and orthopedic surgical procedures have a significant association with perioperative peripheral nerve injury[7].

The normal reaction to increased loading of the peripheral nervous system (PNS) elements is progressively increasing muscle activity; this acts as a nociceptive mediated reflex to prevent further harmful elongation. But the use of muscle relaxants and inhaled anesthetics during general anesthesia may suppress this protective mechanism subjecting the PNS to greater elongation than would be tolerated in the normal awake state[10].

In an attempt to raise awareness and reduce the occurrence of PPNI, ASA formed a task force on the prevention of perioperative peripheral neuropathies. The task force published a practice advisory for the prevention of perioperative neuropathies in 2000 and 2011[11].

**Anatomy and physiology of peripheral nerves**

The PNS carries information to and from the central nervous system (CNS). The functional unit of the peripheral nerve system is the neuron. The neuron consists of a cell body, dendrites and a long axon. The cell body contains the cytoplasm and the nucleus. Dendrites are attached to the cell body and carry impulses to the cell. Axons are attached to the cell body and carry impulses away from the cell. Conduction of an impulse along a neuron progresses from the dendrite to the cell body to the axon. The axon of one neuron and the dendrite of the next neuron are connected through the synapse. The synapse is a gap where the dendrites of one neuron and the axon of the next neuron communicate via chemical transmitters. Portions of the cell body and the axon are covered by Schwan cells, which form myelin segments. Myelin is an insulating layer around the axons allowing quicker and more efficient impulse transmission.

The interior of all nerve cells is negatively charged with respect to the exterior of the cell. Once the action potential of the nerve cell reaches the threshold voltage, sodium channels in the region of the action potential open, allowing sodium to flow into the nerve cell and leading to complete depolarization of the membrane. The depolarization caused by sodium influx opens adjacent voltage-gated sodium channels in the membrane leading to depolarization. The repetition of this depolarization process creates a wave of depolarization along the nerve fiber known as the action potential.
The peripheral nerve is composed of multiple nerve fibers (axons) bundled together. The bundles of nerve fibers are bound together by connective tissue sheaths and form fascicles. The endoneurium is a connective tissue sheath containing blood capillaries (vasa nervorum) that supply nutrients and oxygen to the nerve tissues. The endoneurium secretes the endoneurial fluid which surrounds the axons. The fascicles are wrapped in a fibrous tissue, the perineurium. Epineurium is the fibrous sheath that covers the entire nerve (Figure 1). The extrinsic plexus of blood vessels present in the epineurium penetrate the perineurium to anastomose with the intrinsic circulation in the endoneurium.

![Figure 1](image)
Schematic representation of the cross section of the peripheral nerve.

Tissue perfusion in the peripheral nerve is dependent on perfusion pressure. Perfusion pressure is defined as the difference between the mean arterial blood pressure and the internal pressure within nerve. In experimental animal models, high blood flow in the sciatic nerve was observed between mean blood pressures of 80-110 mmHg[12]. Acute hypotension was associated with a decrease in blood flow in the peripheral nerve[13]. Peripheral nerves lack vascular autoregulation[12-14]. Autoregulation is the intrinsic ability of an organ to maintain a constant blood flow despite changes in perfusion pressure. At mean blood pressures below 85 mmHg, there was marked decrease in the peripheral nerve blood flow[12]. A significant reduction in the blood flow to the nerve is required to affect the conduction of impulse in the nerve because blood flow to the peripheral nerve exceeds the metabolic requirements of the peripheral nerve by a significant margin[15]. Acute nerve ischemia leads to focal and generalized impairment of impulse conduction across the nerve that can be detected within 10 min of ischemia[16].

**Mechanism of perioperative nerve injury**

Direct trauma causing disruption and destruction of nerve fibers can lead to peripheral nerve dysfunction. Although direct trauma to peripheral nerves can be the cause of PPNI, it is not the cause in the majority of cases.

One of the main and crucial mechanisms of PPNI is ischemia of nerve fibers[17,18]. Slowing of nerve conduction due to ischemia of the nerve fibers is the hallmark of peripheral nerve injury. Focal demyelination may occur if local ischemia is prolonged, leading to sustained axonal damage[19-21]. Peripheral nerve studies in experimental animal model demonstrated that reperfusion injury after prolonged ischemia (3-7 h) results in endoneurial edema, conduction block, blood-nerve barrier disruption, intramyelinic edema and demyelination[22-24]. Ischemia leads to demyelination in rat sciatic nerve[25]. Focal nerve ischemia is an important pathologic mechanism in hyperesthesia, Wallerian degeneration and axonal injury in animal models[17]. Persistence of ischemia can lead to permanent peripheral nerve injury. Ischemia may be the final pathway of perioperative neuropathy[26-30]. The interdependence between ischemic and mechanical factors (stretch and compression) as a cause to nerve injury is well established, although incompletely understood.

Stretch of the peripheral nerve is one of the main mechanisms of peripheral nerve injury in perioperative patients[31]. During spine surgery, under general anesthesia, patients are frequently placed in positions that may stretch nerve fibers beyond their resting length. Overstretch of the nerve can lead to direct nerve damage via disruption of axons and vasa nervosum. Peripheral nerve injury occurs if nerves are stretched beyond 5%-15% of their resting length[32-34]. Stretch of the peripheral nerve leads to an increase in the intraneural pressure and compression of the intraneural capillaries and venules leading to a reduction in the perfusion pressure of the nerve fibers and ischemia[34,35]. Stretch may lead to reduction in the intraneural blood flow, leading to ischemia and endoneurial edema[34,36,37]. Stretch of the peripheral nerves has been shown to suppress axonal transport leading to changes in conduction characteristics[32,33,38,39].

Peripheral nerve compression is another related mechanism of PPNI[31]. Compression of peripheral nerve leads to
damage of nerve fibers. Compression may lead to an increase in intraneural and extraneural pressures leading to a reduction in perfusion pressure; a reduction in the perfusion pressure leads to ischemia and slowing of conduction in the nerve fibers. Many operative positions during spine surgery subject peripheral nerves to compression.

Recent evidence suggests an inflammatory mechanism leading to perioperative ulnar nerve injury. Patients with persistent postoperative neuropathy had evidence of inflammatory reaction in peripheral nerves. Nerve biopsy of these patients revealed diffuse generalized microneuritis. Immunotherapy treatment with high-dose steroids resulted in significant improvement of ulnar neuropathy in these patients[40].

**Risk factors for nerve injury**

Certain drugs and chemicals may predispose patients to peripheral neuropathies[41]. Many conditions and medical diseases may render peripheral nerves more vulnerable to injury during the perioperative period[41]. Diseases affecting microvasculature, and anatomical differences, may contribute to nerve injury or render patients more susceptible to nerve injury. Hypertension, tobacco use, diabetes mellitus, general anesthesia, neurosurgical procedures and orthopedic surgery have been significantly associated with PPNI[7]. Advanced age has been linked to peripheral neuropathy after median sternotomy[42]. Hypovolemia, dehydration, hypotension, hypoxia, electrolyte disturbance and induced hypothermia have been associated with nerve injury[43]. The etiology of PPNI is multifactorial and involves patient predisposition, precipitating mechanical and physiologic factors.

**Ulnar neuropathy**

Ulnar neuropathy is the most common site of PPNI[8]. Ulnar nerve injuries comprised 28% of all anesthesia-related nerve injury malpractice claims[6]. Perioperative ulnar neuropathy occurred in 0.5% of surgical patients; primarily men between 50-75 years of age[44]. Ulnar neuropathy can lead to significant morbidity and loss of function. Ulnar nerve injury results in the inability to oppose or abduct the fifth finger and loss of sensation of the fourth and fifth fingers. Permanent injury will lead to a claw-like hand deformity due to atrophy of the intrinsic muscle of the hands. In one study, 3 out of 7 patients who developed perioperative ulnar neuropathy had permanent neuropathy with residual symptoms beyond 2 years[44]. Perioperative ulnar nerve injury has a delayed onset, most cases manifest within 2-7 d post-operatively (median 3 d)[5,19,44-49].

In a large retrospective review of ulnar neuropathy in anesthetized patients, the major complaints among patients with persistent ulnar neuropathy were their inability to grip tools and equipment due to loss of grip strength, discomfort and numbness. Perioperative ulnar neuropathy presented as sensory deficit in 47% of the cases while 53% of the deficits were mixed sensory and motor. Bilateral symptoms of ulnar neuropathy developed in 9% of the cases. Initial symptoms of were usually noted more than 24 h after the procedure, and appeared within 7 d in 90% of patients. Fewer than 10% of ulnar neuropathies were noted in the postoperative recovery unit. Fifty-three percent of patients with perioperative ulnar neuropathy who survived the first postoperative year regained complete sensory and motor functions and were asymptomatic. Six percent regained complete sensory and motor function but still complained of pain. At 1 year, 41% of patients had persistent deficits. Patients with sensory deficits had a better chance of complete recovery (80%) compared to patients with mixed motor and sensory deficits (35%)[19].

Patient related risk factors for perioperative ulnar nerve injury include male gender, older population, very thin and very obese patients, and prolonged postoperative immobilization[19]. The ulnar nerve may be susceptible to injury due to a pre-existing subclinical neuropathy. Pre-existing asymptomatic abnormal conduction in the contralateral ulnar nerve has been observed in patients who developed postoperative ulnar neuropathies[46]. Pre-existing subclinical neuropathy may manifest clinically in the perioperative period when patients are subject to certain predisposing factors[19,48,50]. Induced and prolonged hypotension has been associated with perioperative ulnar nerve injury[26,51,52]. Positioning during anesthesia has been related to ulnar neuropathy[52].

As stated above ulnar neuropathy occurs predominantly in men[5,19,47,53,54] with 70% of perioperative ulnar
nerve injury cases occurring in males[19]. Anatomical differences may be responsible for this higher incidence of ulnar nerve injury. Studies of human male and female cadavers, showed that females have a significantly higher fat content (2-19 times) on the medial aspect of the elbow while men have a significantly larger tubercle of the coronoid process (1.5 times)[55]. Men have a thickened and more developed flexor retinaculum[8]. Men are more susceptible to direct pressure on unmyelinated ulnar nerve fibers than women[49].

The ulnar nerve has a superficial path along the medial epicondyle of the humerus[52]. The ulnar collateral artery and vein run in close proximity to the ulnar nerve and may be affected by external pressure leading to reduced perfusion, ischemia and nerve injury[30]. Compression of the ulnar nerve and its blood supply (the posterior ulnar collateral artery) at the area of the tubercle of the coronoid may lead to ischemia[55]. The ulnar nerve is relatively more sensitive to ischemia compared to median and radial nerves[27]. Experimental animal models demonstrated that the effects of compression on the ulnar nerve are potentiated by previous ischemia, even if the ischemia is of short duration[56]. The forearm position is a significant factor in determining pressure over the ulnar nerve at the elbow. Priéllp et al[30] investigated the relationship between forearm position and direct pressure on the elbow in awake normal volunteers, using a computerized pressure sensing mat. The study provided clear evidence that forearm supination significantly minimizes pressure over the ulnar nerve at the elbow (2 mmHg) compared with the neutral (69 mmHg) and prone (95 mmHg) forearm positions. Neutral forearm position resulted in significantly less pressure compared to the prone forearm position but more pressure compared to the supine forearm position. In the supine forearm position, the pressure over the ulnar nerve was low regardless of the degree of abduction of the arm at the shoulder. In the neutral forearm position, pressure over the ulnar nerve decreased as the arm was abducted between 30° and 90°. Pronation of the forearm produced the largest pressure over the ulnar nerve regardless of the abduction of the arm between 30° and 90°[30]. Extraneural pressures recorded along the path of the ulnar nerve in fresh cadaveric arms were significantly increased with elbow flexion beyond 90°. Concomitant shoulder abduction caused further increase in the pressure recorded at the post-condylar groove and the carpal tunnel[57].

Gelberman et al[58] investigated the relationship between the ulnar nerve and the cubital tunnel during flexion of the elbow in normal human cadavers. They observed a significant decrease in the cross-sectional area of the cubital tunnel coupled with an increase in the pressure within the cubital tunnel and ulnar nerve. Intraneural pressure of the ulnar increased significantly with the elbow flexed 70° or more. Extraneural pressure increased significantly when the elbow was flexed to 100° or more. The intraneural pressure was significantly increased at lesser degrees of flexion compared to the extraneural pressure. The authors conclude that the increase in the intraneural pressure of the ulnar nerve is not entirely due to extraneural compression. Dynamic changes in the cubital tunnel and the cross-section of the ulnar nerve contribute to the increased intraneural pressure with flexion. Compared with full extension, the mean area of the cubital tunnel in the subaponeurotic region decreased by 18% and 39% and the ulnar nerve mean area decreased by 24% and 50% with elbow flexed 90 and 135 degrees respectively. Intraneural and extraneural pressures within the cubital tunnel are lowest at approximately 45° of flexion[58]. Flexion of the elbow to 135° resulted in an 18% elongation of the ulnar nerve[59]. Elongation of peripheral nerve beyond 5%-15% of resting length can cause ischemia and nerve injury[32-34]. Stretch of the ulnar nerve by elevation of the shoulder, flexion of the elbow and dorsiflexion of the wrist caused a marked increase in the intraneural pressure[60].

Patel et al[61] assessed the morphologic changes in the ulnar nerve and cubital tunnel with elbow motion in fresh human cadavers using magnetic resonance imaging. During full extension the ulnar nerve appeared round in serial cross-sectional images and was surrounded by fat except at the inferior aspect of the medial epicondyle where the nerve was directly adjacent to bone. On flexion the nerve displaced the fat posteriorly and was relocated to a more anterior position in the cubital tunnel. On flexion the cross-section of the nerve progressively flattened from a round to an elliptical shape. With progressive flexion the course of the nerve changed from tortuous to more direct. With progressive elbow flexion the proximal cubital tunnel takes a wider and flatter appearance with the largest diameter changing from anteroposterior to mediolateral. The diameter of cubital tunnel in the subaponeurotic region
decreased with progressive elbow flexion[61].

Although the proportion of nerve damage claims has not changed between the 2 ASA closed claims studies performed almost a decade apart, the pattern of nerve injury has changed. Compared to the ASA closed claims report published in 1990, the report published in 1999 showed a relative decrease in the incidence of ulnar nerve injury claims as a proportion of total nerve injury claims and a relative increase in spinal cord injury claims. However, the actual incidence and trend of nerve injury cannot be determined based on the closed claims data since it lacks a denominator. The closed claims project examines anesthesia-related malpractice claims; it does not present the nerve injury in population. In the ASA closed claims study, the mechanism of ulnar neuropathy was explicitly stated in only 9% of the claims[6].

Perioperative ulnar neuropathy is not confined to surgical patients. A prospective study of ulnar neuropathy in patients admitted to internal medicine services for nonsurgical conditions revealed that 0.2% of the patients developed new onset ulnar neuropathy while in hospital. Patients commonly rest in a supine position, flexing their elbows and resting their arms on their chest and abdomen. Elbow flexion may increase pressure on the ulnar nerve in the postcondyler groove of the humerus due to stretching of the cubital tunnel retinaculum. Forearm pronation may lead to external compression of the ulnar nerve[45]. It is therefore prudent to instruct patients to avoid prolonged flexion of the upper extremity on the abdomen and chest in the supine position.

**Brachial plexus injury**

Brachial plexus is the second most common site of PPNI accounting for 20% of all anesthesia-related nerve injury malpractice claims[6]. The reported incidence of brachial plexus injury in non-cardiac surgery is 0.02%[62]. The main mechanisms of brachial plexus injury are compression and stretch. The brachial plexus has a long course between the vertebra and the axillary fascia. Brachial plexus injury usually involves the upper nerve roots. Lower brachial nerve injuries are commonly associated with median sternotomy[43].

In the ASA closed claims project, patient positioning was responsible for 10% of brachial plexus malpractice claims. The use of shoulder braces and head-down position, arm malpositioning and prolonged neck extension were commonly identified mechanisms for brachial plexus injury[6]. The use of shoulder braces in Trendelenburg position may lead to compression of the brachial plexus between the clavicle and the first rib[8,63].

Brachial plexus injury is commonly due to overstretch of the brachial plexus[43]. Shoulder abduction greater than 90°, external rotation of the arm and posterior shoulder displacement can stretch the brachial plexus[43,64]. Downward tilting of the head and hyperabduction of the independent arm in the lateral position may stretch the brachial plexus and lead to brachial plexus injury[65]. Extension and lateral flexion of the head in the supine position may contribute to stretch of the brachial plexus on the contralateral side[43].

In the supine position, submaximal joint positions may stretch the brachial plexus to the extent it may affect physiologic processes in the peripheral nerve. Contralateral flexion of the cervical spine, lateral rotation of the shoulder combined with shoulder abduction and wrist extension may stress the brachial plexus. Elbow extension can cause substantial stress to the PNS. Simultaneous application of the different aforementioned components has a cumulative stressful impact on the brachial plexus. Individuals react differently to elongation of the peripheral nerve and individual variability increases as more components leading to stretch of the brachial plexus are added[10].

**Median neuropathy**

Median nerve injury is relatively rare and responsible for only 4% of all anesthesia-related nerve injury malpractice claims[6]. The median nerve may be injured during the insertion of an intravenous catheter in the antecubital fossa. However, stretch is the main mechanism of median nerve injury due to operative positioning.

Median neuropathy usually presents as a motor neuropathy with loss of the ability to oppose the first and fifth digits
and decreased sensation over the palmar surface of the lateral three and half fingers. Median neuropathies do not resolve easily with most patient having sustained symptoms of motor dysfunction. Extension of the elbow may overstretch the median nerve leading to injury[11]. Muscular patients and patients with limited elbow extension range may be at risk for median nerve injury if the arm is fully extended under general anesthesia. The reduced range of extension in these patients may lead to similar contraction of median nerve making it more prone to overstretch[66]. Overextension of the elbow in the supine position to a point that is uncomfortable to the patient in the awake state should be avoided[11]. Wrist hyperextension for arterial line placement may lead to transient but significant impairment of the median nerve function. Prolonged hyperextension of the wrist may lead to slowing of nerve conduction and median nerve injury[67].

Radial neuropathy

Radial nerve injury is rare and accounts for just 3% of all anesthesia-related nerve injury malpractice claims[6]. The most common mechanism of radial nerve injury is direct compression at the spiral groove of the humerus. It may occur in the lateral position with abduction of the independent arm beyond 90° and suspension of the arm from a vertical screen support[68]. Direct compression by the overhead arm board at the mid-humerus may occur in the lateral position. Injury to the radial nerve results in wrist drop, inability to extend the metacarpophalangeal joint and inability to abduct the thumb with loss of sensation from the lateral and posterior arm, posterior forearm and a portion of the dorsal hand.

Intraoperative neuromonitoring

Intraoperative neuromonitoring is available in most institutions in the United States and is frequently used during spine surgery[69]. Commonly used intraoperative neuromonitoring modalities are somatosensory evoked potential (SSEP) and motor evoked potential. Neuromonitoring is primarily used to monitor the integrity of the spinal cord during spine surgery. However, SSEP monitoring has been used to detect peripheral nerve conduction abnormalities indicating peripheral nerve stress and impending injury during surgery under general anesthesia in variable intraoperative positions[70-86]. Conduction changes detected by SSEP may indicate position-related impending peripheral nerve injury. In a retrospective study of 1000 consecutive spine cases, position modification of the upper extremity lead to resolution of 92% of upper extremity SSEP changes[86]. Position modification strategies used in the review included correcting extreme elbow flexion and extension, decreasing shoulder abduction, releasing shoulder traction on tucked arms (caused by taping down the shoulder) and moving the upper extremity into the original position if the position had been modified. After position modification of the upper extremity and resolution of SSEP change, patients experienced no post-operative upper extremity peripheral nerve injury[86]. Significant SSEP change indicating impending upper extremity nerve injury is usually defined as reduction in amplitude of 50% or more and/or increase in latency of 10% or more[73,86]. Usually changes in both amplitude and latency are monitored and evaluated. Compared to latency, amplitude changes may be a more sensitive and valid measure of changes in nerve conduction[87,88]. Most SSEP components are mediated by large myelinated fibers. Some secondary peaks may be transmitted by smaller fibers. Potentials recorded from Erb’s point may be the most sensitive to ischemia[28].

Significant SSEP changes indicate abnormal conduction and impending nerve injury. If the changes persist for a prolonged period of time, permanent nerve injury may occur[30]. The use of SSEP to monitor extremity nerve function and guide position modification of the upper extremity into a more favorable position for the peripheral nerve may protect peripheral nerves from injury under general anesthesia. The incidence of position related significant upper extremity SSEP changes during spine surgery ranges from 1.8% to 15% depending on the operative position, patient group and type of spine surgery[79,83,86].

POSTOPERATIVE VISUAL LOSS

POVL is a rare but traumatic and devastating complication of spine surgery and general anesthesia. The reported
The prevalence rate of POVL after spine surgery is 0.0028%-0.2%[89-92]. The incidence of POVL associated with spine surgery in the prone position under general anesthesia has increased over the past several decades[93]. POVL usually results in permanent unilateral or bilateral visual loss. Most cases are associated with prolonged spine procedures in the prone position under general anesthesia. Posterior lumbar fusion and surgery for correction of scoliosis were associated with the highest rate of POVL[92]. POVL has been associated with instrumented spine surgery in the prone position[94]. The most common causes of POVL after spine surgery are ischemic optic neuropathy (ION) and central retinal artery (CRA) occlusion. ION is further classified into anterior ION (AION) and posterior ION (PION). PION is the most common cause of POVL after spine surgery. In 1999, the ASA committee on professional liability established the ASA POVL registry to identify predisposing factors and intraoperative risk factors. It is important for spine surgeons to be aware of POVL and to participate in safe, collaborative perioperative care of spine patients positioned in the prone position.

**Anatomy and physiology of the optic nerve**

The eye is a sphere that gathers and converts light information into neuronal signals. The wall of the globe has 3 layers; the outermost sclera (white of the eye), the middle uveal tract (contains the choroid) and the innermost layer (the retina). There are no blood vessels in the retina; the choroid layer, located posterior to the retina contains blood vessels and provides the retina with oxygen and nutrients. Retinal ganglion cells (RGC) in the retina are highly specialized neurons that produce neural signals when stimulated by light. Neural signals are transmitted to the brain along axons of RGC in the optic nerve (cranial nerve II).

The optic nerve is composed of about 1.2 million individual RGC axons and support cells. Axons of the RGC travel across the retina and converge near the center forming the optic nerve. This convergence of the RGC axons creates the blind spot of the eye, an area where no photoreceptors exist, only nerve fibers.

The optic nerve has a structure similar to the CNS tracts and is considered part of the CNS. In contrast to the ability of the mammalian PNS to regenerate axons after injury, mammalian CNS structural and functional regeneration after injury is minimal. Injury to the RGC usually results in lifelong visual loss due to the limited ability of RGC to regenerate their axons after optic nerve injury[95].

The blood supply of the eye comes from the ophthalmic artery, a branch of the internal carotid artery. The CRA is a branch of the ophthalmic artery. The CRA penetrates the optic nerve superiorly and continues its course in the optic nerve to supply the retina. The ophthalmic artery gives rise to 1-5 posterior ciliary arteries. The posterior ciliary arteries give rise to short and long posterior ciliary arteries. The posterior ciliary arteries are end-arteries that provide blood supply to the head of the optic nerve and the retina.

The optic nerve can be divided into anterior and posterior portions based on differences in anatomy and blood supply[96]. The anterior portion (intraocular) of the optic nerve is that part of the optic nerve that lies anterior to the lamina cribrosa. The posterior (retrolaminar or intraorbital) portion of the optic nerve is the part of the optic nerve posterior to the lamina cribrosa. Lamina cribrosa is an elastic multilayered network of collagen fibers that insert into the scleral canal wall. The nerve fibers forming the optic nerve exit the eye posteriorly through the lamina cribrosa. The CRA and the central retinal vein pass through the lamina cribrosa to enter the optic disc.

The predominant cells in the anterior optic nerve are astrocytes, while microglial cells and oligodendrites are relatively more common in the posterior optic nerve. Unlike peripheral nerves, the posterior (retrolaminar) optic nerve is covered by all three meningeal layers; dura, arachnoid and pia matter.

The blood supply of the anterior optic nerve is derived from retinal arterioles, centripetal branches from the peripapillary choroid and short posterior ciliary arteries (Figure 2). The anterior optic nerve may receive blood from the intrascleral circle of Zinn and Haller when present.

Figure 2
The blood supply of the posterior (retrolaminar) optic nerve is derived from two vascular systems; the centripetal (peripheral) system and centrifugal system (axial). The centripetal vasculature is the main and most consistent system supplying the posterior optic nerve. It is formed primarily of recurrent branches of the peripapillary choroid, and the circle of Zinn and Haller, with additional pial branches from the CRA and other orbital arteries. The centrifugal blood vascular system consists of a few branches of the CRA. The centrifugal system is not always present and the number of branches is inconsistent. To summarize, the main blood supply of the anterior optic nerve is derived from the short posterior ciliary arteries and the peripapillary choroid. The main blood supply to the posterior optic nerve is derived from recurrent branches of the peripapillary choroid and pial branches of the CRA.

It is important to realize there is not one universal pattern of blood supply for the optic nerve. There are many anatomic variations in vascular supply, which can lead to variable patterns of ischemia among individuals[97-100]. In most individuals, there are 2 to 3 posterior ciliary arteries; however in some the number may range from 1 to 5. It is also important to note that posterior ciliary arteries are end-arteries, and thus watershed zones exist between them[100]. Watershed areas, by definition, are areas that are at risk for decreased blood supply. Blood flow to the posterior optic nerve may be particularly vulnerable to ischemia because most of the arteries supplying the posterior optic nerve are end-arteries[98].

**Blood flow to the optic nerve**

The blood flow to the optic nerve head is dependent on perfusion pressure. Ocular perfusion pressure is the difference between mean arterial blood pressure and intraocular pressure (IOP) or venous pressure (whichever is higher)[101]. It is important to note that the mean arterial pressure determining optic nerve blood flow refers to that of the optic nerve vasculature and not the pressure in the brachial or radial arteries. Local arteriolar vasoconstriction may reduce perfusion to the optic nerve leading to ischemia despite a normal brachial blood pressure measurement. Thus three main factors determine optic nerve perfusion; vascular tone, arterial blood pressure and IOP.

**Autoregulation**

There is evidence that the optic nerve head autoregulates blood flow[102-105]. Autoregulation is achieved through alterations in resistance of the terminal arterioles. There are limitations to the degree to which arteriolar resistance can be altered to maintain perfusion. Autoregulation works within a range of mean arterial pressure, below or above which the local perfusion is dependent entirely on the difference between mean arterial blood pressure and intraocular or venous pressure. Factors leading to the breakdown of autoregulation of blood flow to the optic nerve include age, hypertension, uncontrolled blood pressure, diabetes mellitus, atherosclerosis, hypercholesterolemia, and vascular endothelial disorders[106-109]. A study of the blood flow to the optic nerve head using laser Doppler flowmetry in healthy volunteers demonstrated that blood flow was constant between ocular perfusion pressures of 56 to 80 mmHg. Not all patients have autoregulation of the blood flow to the optic nerve[105]. A study of autoregulation of the optic nerve in humans showed that 2 out 10 healthy young volunteers did not demonstrate autoregulation[104].

**Arterial blood pressure**

Arterial blood pressure is one of the main determinants of blood flow to the anterior and posterior optic nerve. There is a progressive fall in the blood pressure from the internal carotid artery, to the ophthalmic artery, to the posterior ciliary artery and then to the small branches supplying the optic nerve. The blood pressure in optic nerve may be half or less than that measured in the brachial artery[109]. Vascular changes such as atherosclerosis,
vasospasm and vasculitis may lead to further decreases in blood flow to optic nerve. Critical drops in blood pressure below the lower limit of autoregulation will lead to a reduction in optic nerve blood flow. Hypotension resulting from antihypertensive medications or shock may lead to ischemia of the optic nerve and anterior ischemic optic neuropathy[110-113]. Nocturnal hypotension has been associated with glaucomatous visual loss[110,113,114]. Nocturnal arterial hypotension may be a key factor in the development of non-arteritic AION as more than 75% of these patients discover visual loss upon awakening in the morning[115]. Arterial hypertension can decrease blood flow to the optic nerve if it is outside the upper limit of autoregulation or there is an absence of autoregulation. In this setting a decrease in the blood flow is due to arteriolar vasoconstriction[109].

**IOP**

IOP is defined as the pressure exerted by the contents of the eye on its containing wall. Intraocular components like blood and aqueous humor can undergo significant volume changes that significantly alter IOP. External pressure on the eye globe can increase IOP by direct and indirect effects through volume changes of intraocular components. The normal IOP ranges from 10-20 mmHg with a diurnal variation of 2-3 mmHg. IOP decreases at night. IOP is a key determinant of blood flow to the optic nerve head. The blood flow to the optic nerve head is inversely proportionate to the IOP outside the range of autoregulation or if autoregulation is absent or defective. This effect may be intensified when coupled with hypotension or local vasospasm[116]. IOP may affect the blood flow to the anterior (intraocular) optic nerve. The effect IOP has on blood flow to the posterior (retrolubular) optic nerve is unclear and probably of lesser significance.

Changes in arterial PCO₂ tension can affect intraocular blood volume and IOP independent of hemodynamic changes[117-121]. The vascular resistance of the choroidal vessels varies directly with inhaled CO₂[122]. High levels of PCO₂ lead to intraocular vasodilation increasing intraocular blood volume and IOP.

The choroid is a vascular structure that contains the majority of the intraocular blood volume. Congestion of the choroid leads to an increase in the intraocular blood volume and IOP. The choroid is characterized by very high blood flow[123]. Most of the blood volume of the choroid is in the venules of the choroid. Venular filling of choroid depends on the pressure in the orbital veins[117]. Pressure in the orbital veins can be affected by body position[117,124,125]. Increases in orbital venous pressure may lead to an increase in IOP though choroid congestion. Trendelenburg position increases central venous pressure and may lead to an increase in IOP through congestion of the choroid. The choice of the operating room table and frame (Jackson table or Wilson frame) has no significant role in IOP increase caused by the prone position[126].

The majority of the aqueous humor outflow is passively drained into the episcleral veins[127,128]. This passive outflow process depends on the gradient between IOP and episcleral vein pressure (EVP). High IOP may reduce aqueous humor drainage while having minimal effect on production leading to an increase of the total aqueous humor volume[126]. The episcleral veins are valveless veins connected to the central venous circulation. Cephalad shift of blood and increase in central venous pressure (CVP) will increase the EVP[124,129]. A positive correlation exists between episcleral venous pressure and IOP.

Elevation in central venous pressure may reduce venous return from the eye leading to an increase in IOP. There is close correlation between CVP and IOP[117,118,130]. A parallel and instantaneous decrease in CVP and IOP was noticed with a change from Head-down (Trendelendburg) position to head-up (reverse Trendelendburg) position[117]. Factors that cause significant increase in CVP may lead to an increase in IOP. These include increased intrathoracic pressure, extreme neck flexion, dependent position of head relative to the heart and abdominal compression. The venous pressure may increase beyond IOP, and in such cases it becomes a key determinant of ocular perfusion pressure and blood flow to the optic nerve.

**Effects of general anesthesia and surgical position**
General anesthesia decreases IOP in the supine position[116,130,131]. IOP pressure has been shown to increase in anesthetized patients in the supine head-down (Trendelenburg) position[130,132]. Peak airway pressure, mean arterial blood pressure, duration of surgery and end-tidal CO₂ are significant predictors of IOP in the anesthetized patient placed in the supine head-down position[132]. The prone position has been shown to increase IOP under general anesthesia in adult and pediatric patients[131,133]. IOP has been shown to increase in awake vertically inverted volunteers[134]. IOP has been shown to increase with elevated arterial carbon dioxide tension in anesthetized patients without eye disease[117]. Hyperventilation caused a rapid fall of IOP. IOP changes due to arterial carbon dioxide tension in anesthetized patients are presumably vascular in nature and are related to changes in the choroidal blood volume[117]. Intraoperative fluid balance may affect IOP. Acute oral water loading has been shown to significantly, though transiently, elevate IOP[135] while dehydration has been associated with significant reduction in IOP[136]. In the prone position, general anesthesia may lead to an increase in the intraocular blood volume by impairing autoregulation in the choroid circulation[137]. The IOP may become a critical factor in the perfusion of the anterior optic nerve in the presence of decreased hematocrit and mean arterial blood pressure[126]. Ozcan et al[126], showed that an increase in the IOP caused by the prone position in awake volunteers was ameliorated but not normalized by a 10° head-up (reverse Trendelenburg) position[126].

ION

ION is the most common reported cause of POVL after spine surgery[138-140]. Perioperative ischemic neuropathy is a multifactorial disease that is not well understood. ION presents as acute loss of vision or visual field defect. More than 50% of the cases present in ASA POVL registry had bilateral ION[141]. ION is divided into AION and PION. AION involves ischemia and infarction of the anterior optic nerve, while PION involves ischemia and infarction of the posterior optic nerve. It is uncommon for AION and PION to be present simultaneously. Usually ION presents as selective AION or PION, presumably due to different predisposing factors and differences in the blood supply to those portions of the nerve[141]. Hypertension, diabetes, obesity, hypotension, anemia, prone position, smoking, vascular disease, increased blood viscosity and abnormal anatomy have been associated with ION and perioperative visual loss[139,140,142-147]. Anemia, hypotension, peripheral vascular disease and blood transfusion were associated with ION after spine surgery[90,92]. ION has been associated with adverse effects of hypertensive medications and with sildenafil[110,148]. ION is more common in males[139,149]. The protective effect of estrogen in experimental animal models of cerebral ischemia has been established and may contribute to the lower incidence of ION in females[150]. Obesity, the use of the Wilson spinal frame, longer anesthetic duration and lower colloid use during intraoperative fluid administration have been associated with ION and POVL[149]. Most cases of ION occurred in relatively healthy individuals, further confirming the role interindividual anatomic and physiologic variations may play in the development of ION.

The association between hypotension, anemia and ION is unclear. Anemia and hypotension has been associated with ION[90,92]. However ION has been diagnosed in patients with a hematocrit nadir of 40% during spine surgery. In a retrospective case-control study by Myers et al[94], there was no difference in the lowest blood pressure between patients who developed POVL and those who did not. ION may occur in the absence of hypotension[139]. Although deliberate hypotension for spine cases has not been associated with POVL in previous studies, the studies lack power to detect a complication with a significantly low incidence like POVL[151,152]. ION may be due to a “compartment syndrome of the optic nerve”, a hypothesis related to increased venous pressure and interstitial fluid accumulation within the lamina cribrosa of the optic nerve (semi-rigid) or the bony optic canal[139].

Awake volunteers positioned in the prone position demonstrated a significant increase (20 mmHg) in the IOP after 8 min compared to the supine position (14.1 mmHg)[153]. Cheng et al[131] investigated the effect of prone positioning on IOP in 20 anesthetized patients having spine surgery. Patients with preexisting eye disease or previous eye surgery were not included. Patients were positioned in the prone position with their heads in pinned
head-holder in a neutral position with neck flexion limited to less than 15° from horizontal. Mean arterial pressure was kept within 20% of awake values and end-tidal carbon dioxide level was maintained at 30-35 mmHg. IOP was measured at baseline and 5 times throughout the procedure. Two measurements of the IOP were made in the prone position; before incision and after the conclusion of the surgery. The IOP in the prone position before incision was significantly higher (27 mmHg) than both supine anesthetized and awake (baseline). The IOP was significantly higher (40 mmHg) in the prone position after the conclusion of surgery compared to all previous measurements. The mean duration in the prone position before the second measurement was 320 min. The authors concluded that IOP increased significantly in the anesthetized patient in the prone position and the magnitude of this increase is related to the amount of time spent in that position. Increases in IOP may lead to reductions in ocular perfusion pressure despite normal systemic blood pressure[131].

Lee et al[139] analyzed 93 spine cases with POVL from the ASA POVL registry. Ischemic optic neuropathy was the cause of visual loss in 89% of cases. PION was the most common cause of optic neuropathy occurring in 56 of 83 ION cases. Nineteen patients were diagnosed with AION and 8 patients had unspecified ION. Compared to cases of CRAO, ION cases occurred more often in males (72%) undergoing elective surgery (96%). Most patients were relatively healthy with no preoperative history of glaucoma. Most cases of ION occurred with spine fusion and instrumentation involving more than one vertebral level in the thoracic, lumbar or sacral spine. All but 2 patients were positioned prone. The mean anesthetic duration was 9.8 h with 84% of cases lasting 6 h or longer. The mean prone duration was 7.7 h. Eighty-two percent of cases had an EBL of 1 liter or more. Only one patient in 83 showed signs of periocular trauma. Bilateral ION was documented in 66% of ION cases with a median onset time for reporting symptoms of 15 h. ION can occur without compression of the globe as 16 patients who developed ION were placed in Mayfield pins. Key findings of the review were the higher incidence of ION in males, the association of ION with an EBL of 1000 mL or greater, and a duration of surgery of 6 h or longer. The authors recommend discussing the risk of POVL with patients undergoing lengthy spine surgery in the prone position[139].

Shen et al[89] investigated the prevalence of POVL in the United States over a 10-year period from 1996 to 2005 using The Nationwide Inpatient Sample. The prevalence rate for POVL was 0.03% after spinal fusion and 0.0086% after laminectomy without fusion. Age, male gender, anemia, and posterior approach for surgery were associated with significantly higher odds of developing POVL. Patients younger than 18 years had the highest prevalence rate (0.35%). The prevalence rate of POVL was 0.05% in the posterior approach compared to 0.006% in the anterior approach. Men had 1.3 time higher odds ratio of visual loss, and twice the odds ratio for developing ION compared to women. Contrary to POVL after cardiac surgery, existing co-morbidities were not associated with greater odds for developing POVL and ION with spine fusion surgery[89].

Holy et al[138] performed a retrospective matched case-control study to determine the incidence and risk factors of ION in a single institution. The reported incidence of documented ION after spine surgery was 0.36%. The majority of cases (75%) of ION patients after spine surgery had PION. The majority (94%) of the patients with ION in all surgical procedures (including spine surgery) were men. The authors found no difference in hematocrit levels or blood pressure values or the use vasopressor between cases and controls[138].

Grant et al[147] investigated the effect of prolonged prone positioning on ocular parameters in 10 volunteers. The authors demonstrated a progressive increase in the IOP, choroid layer thickness and retrobulbar diameter of the optic nerve in the prone position compared to supine position over 5 h. The peak increase for most parameters was at 5 h in the prone position. Compared to the prone horizontal position, a 4° reverse Trendelenburg prone position had minimal effect on these changes. With elevation of the head of the stretcher 30° in the supine position, all parameters returned to baseline after 30 min. In the prone position, the optic nerve diameter showed a significant increase in diameter without significant difference between horizontal and 4° Trendelenburg. Choroid layer thickness showed mild improvement (reduction) with 4° Trendelenburg position. The authors related the increase in the prone diameter of retrobulbar optic nerve to a dependent increase in subarachnoid fluid or venous congestion.
rather than intrinsic swelling[147].

**AION**

AION is associated with spine surgery and is the most common cause of ION associated with open heart surgery[138]. AION results from ischemia of the anterior (intraocular) optic nerve presumably due to occlusion of the posterior ciliary circulation[154]. AION is painless and usually irreversible[141]. High cholesterol, smoking, high fibrinogen levels[154], diabetes[155], nocturnal arterial hypotension[110] and lack of autoregulation[104] have been associated with occurrence of non-arteritic spontaneous AION. Interindividual variation in the blood supply to the anterior optic nerve may predispose patients to ischemia in watershed zones leading to AION[99]. Variability in the severity of the visual loss associated with AION may be due to variation in the blood supply resulting in various ischemic effects[140,156]. An increase in IOP may play a role in reduced perfusion to the anterior (intraocular) optic nerve. AION has been associated with increased blood viscosity. An increase in blood viscosity may reduce perfusion pressure leading to ischemia of the anterior portion of the optic nerve. Sickle cell disease and polycythemia may be associated with AION presumably due to increased blood viscosity and decreased perfusion of the optic nerve in certain individuals[141,157]. AION may occur due to reduced oxygen carrying capacity and transport, as in the case anemia and hemorrhage[158,159]. Patients with a small optic disc are at higher risk of developing AION[160,161].

In AION the optic disc is initially swollen. Early swelling of the optic disc is a key differentiating point from PION. Over months the swelling gradually evolves into optic atrophy[138,141,156,162-164]. Splinter hemorrhages around the optic disc may be present[165]. Visual defects most commonly occur in the inferior half of the visual field[145,166,167].

**PION**

PION is the most common type of ION after spine surgery and is the most common cause of POVL associated with spine surgery[139,141,162]. PION occurs due to ischemia of the retrobulbar (intraorbital) optic nerve. Reported risk factors associated with PION include; prone position, prolonged spine surgery, systemic hypertension, intraoperative hypotension, anemia, diabetes, smoking and coronary artery disease[142].

In contrast to anterior ION, optic nerve swelling is absent on ophthalmoscopic examination. Later in the course of PION, the atrophy of the posterior optic nerve fibers will involve the anterior optic nerve head resulting in a pale and atrophic optic disc. The etiology of PION is multifactorial[140,141]. Severe anemia and hypotension in predisposed individuals placed in the prone position for prolonged periods of time are reported to be more likely causes of PION rather than occlusive vascular disease[141]. Interindividual variability and inconsistency in the blood supply to the posterior (retrobulbar) optic nerve plays a role in the development of postoperative PION[140,168]. PION have been associated with surgery, trauma and gastrointestinal bleeding in which severe anemia and hypotension occurred[91,94,140,169,170]. Prognosis is usually poorer with PION compared to AION[171].

Arterial infarction of the retrobulbar optic nerve due to ischemia is primarily due to decreased oxygen delivery. Decreased oxygen delivery may be due to a decrease in arterial perfusion pressure, increased resistance to blood flow or a reduction in oxygen carrying capacity[147]. The prone position may contribute to increased orbital venous pressure or venous congestion which may contribute to a decrease in arterial perfusion pressure and venous infarct respectively. One of the postulated mechanisms for PION is venous infarct. Venous infarct is a venoarteriolar response caused by secondary constriction in small arterioles in response to venous congestion[172,173].

Gill et al[141] reviewed 7 studies representing 102 cases of POVL associated with spine surgery. PION was the most common cause of POVL. Patients who developed POVL after spine surgery had an age range of 46 to 53
years and at least one co-morbidity. Median operative time ranged from 385 to 410 min while the average blood loss ranged from 3.5 to 4.3 L. There was no visual improvement in the majority of cases. The authors concluded that an acute anemic state may have additive or synergistic effects in predisposed patient with certain comorbidities leading to the visual loss associated with spine surgery[141].

Enlargement of the superior ophthalmic veins with bilateral PION after prolonged spine surgery has been reported in a 55 years old male. Magnetic resonance imaging revealed significant enlargement of the superior ophthalmic veins 19 h after the surgery that resolved 5 mo after the surgery. Enlargement of the superior ophthalmic veins indicate the role of orbital venous pressure in the development of PION associated with surgery in the prone position[174]. Prolonged prone positioning has been shown to increase the diameter of the retrobulbar optic nerve possibly due venous congestion[147].

Central retinal artery occlusion

Central retinal artery occlusion (CRAO) may be caused by direct pressure on the globe, emboli or low retinal perfusion pressure[141]. Pressure on the eye globe increases IOP and has been associated with POVL [91,175,176]. The use of a horseshoe headrest for spine surgery in the prone position has been associated with CRAO and POVL[176,177]. Analysis of the spine cases with POVL showed that CRAO was present in 10 of the 93 cases[139]. The mean age for patients with CRAO was 46 years. Horseshoe headrests were used in 3 cases. Mayfield pins were not used in any of the cases with CRAO. Median estimated blood loss and mean anesthetic duration were significantly less in CRAO cases compared to patients with ION. All cases of CRAO were unilateral. Periocular trauma was documented in 7 of the 10 cases of CRAO. Risk factors for CRAO differ considerably from those of ION. Cases of CRAO after spine surgery have not been associated with degree of blood loss, anemia, bilateral loss of vision, or duration of the prone position, indicating a different etiology than ION[139]. Ophthalmologic examination shows pale, edematous retina, fibrin or cholesterol emboli and cherry-red spot on the fovea. Optic atrophy occurs in half the patient with CRAO[140].

POSITIONING PATIENTS FOR SPINE SURGERY

Awareness of the potential rare complications of patient positioning during spine surgery is essential for improved care and reducing the likelihood of occurrence of such complications. Complete prevention of PPNI and POVL is unrealistic because of the multifactorial etiology of the complications and lack of clear, definitive knowledge regarding etiology. Proper education of perioperative staff, combined with clear communication and collaboration while positioning patients in the operating room is the best and safest approach. The prevention of uncommon complications of spine surgery depends primarily on identifying high-risk patients, proper positioning and optimal intraoperative management of physiological parameters. Modification of risk factors extrinsic to the patient may help reduce the incidence of perioperative peripheral nerve injury and POVL.

Identifying high risk patients

High-risk patients for PPNI are usually middle aged males, with extreme body habitus. Prolonged hospitalization is a risk factor for the development of perioperative ulnar neuropathy. Certain operative positions used during spine surgery may create risks for loss of nerve function of the upper extremity. The prone position has been linked to claims of nerve injury[5]. Patients placed in the prone surrender (superman) position and lateral decubitus position had a significantly higher incidence of position-related impeding upper extremity nerve injury compared to patients positioned in the supine arms tucked, supine arms out, and prone arms tucked positions[86]. Patients with a previous history of upper extremity peripheral nerve injury should be considered at increased risk of developing PPNI.

High-risk patients for POVL are those expected to undergo prolonged procedures on multiple vertebral levels in the prone position with a significant anticipated blood loss. The ASA task force for the prevention of POVL considers
a surgery prolonged when it exceeds 6.5 h and significant blood loss when the patient’s blood loss exceeds 44.7% of estimated blood volume[178]. It is advisable to discuss POVL with these patients when obtaining informed consent. It is also important to inform patients about the multifactorial etiology of POVL, the lack of clear understanding of the etiology, anatomical differences between individuals and the very low incidence of this rare, but devastating complication. Consideration should be given to staging surgery in high-risk patients, as this may reduce the risk of POVL[178]. However, the decision to stage spine surgery for high-risk patient should be individualized and weighed against other perioperative risks.

**Proper positioning**

**The prone surrender position:** In the prone surrender (superman) position, injury can occur along the entire length of the brachial plexus. Patients placed in the prone surrender(superman) position had a significantly higher incidence of position-related impending upper extremity nerve injury detected by SSEP compared to patients positioned in the supine arms tucked, supine arms out and prone arms tucked positions[86]. Stretch is the main mechanism of injury. If the head is directed away from the arm this can stretch the brachial plexus, therefore lateral neck rotation should be avoided. Although patients may comfortably tolerate arm abduction greater than 90° in the prone surrender position[11], it is advisable to limit the shoulder abducted to less than 90° to avoid overstretch of the brachial plexus. Depression of the shoulder girdle should be avoided. The longitudinal axis of the forearm should be parallel to the longitudinal axis of patient to avoid outward rotation of the arm. Extreme elbow flexion should be avoided. However, in the prone position the range of motion for the elbow extension and flexion is limited. The forearm should be placed in a neutral position to minimize the direct pressure on the ulnar nerve at the elbow (Figure 3). The forearm should be at or below the table mattress surface. The elbow and the inner aspect of the upper arm should be padded with foam to avoid direct pressure on the nerves. Prolonged overextension of wrist over the wrist board placed for arterial lines should be avoided as it may stretch the median nerve. The head of the humerus may compress the neurovascular bundle in the axilla leading to nerve damage[179]. In a steep, prone Trendelenburg position the brachial plexus may be compressed between the clavicle and the first rib especially with use of shoulder braces. Vigilance and frequent checking of patient positioning is important. The use of SSEP helps to detect impending upper extremity peripheral nerve injury and guide position modification of the upper extremity.
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Positioning patient in the prone surrender (superman) position. The head should be in neutral position on foam supporting head frame (e.g., proneview®) to avoid any direct pressure to the eye. The shoulders should be abducted less than 90°, ...

The prone position is a known risk factor for POVL[139]. When patients are placed in the prone position, direct pressure on the eye must be avoided as it may cause CRAO[178]. The horseshoe head rest has been associated with CVAO and POVL in the prone position and therefore should be avoided if possible. Head positioning in Mayfield pins avoids direct pressure on the eye globe (Figure 4). Another choice is using foam positioning devices for the head, like the proneview®. The proneview® consists of a foam cushion in a plastic frame that supports the face without applying pressure on the eyes, nose or mouth and a mirror that allows frequent examination of the eye and facial structures (Figure 5). The use of the Wilson spinal frame has been associated with ION and POVL[149]. High-risk patients should be positioned with the head above the heart when possible. This will help reduce venous congestion in the eye and orbit and hopefully avoid an increase in the IOP and intraorbital pressure. The head should be in a neutral forward position when possible avoiding significant neck flexion, extension, lateral flexion or rotation[178].
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Mayfield (planed) head holder.

Figure 5
The proneview® allows prone positioning without any pressure on the facial structures. The mirror provided allows frequent checking of facial structures in the prone position.

The lateral decubitus position: The lateral decubitus position is used less frequently than the prone position for spine surgery. Patients placed in the lateral decubitus position had a significantly higher incidence of position-related impeding upper extremity nerve injury detected by SSEP compared to patients positioned in the supine arms tucked, supine arms out and prone arms tucked positions[86]. In the lateral decubitus position compression is the main mechanism of peripheral nerve injury of the dependent brachial plexus. The brachial plexus may be compressed between the thorax and the humeral head[43]. The use of chest roll (also known as axillary roll) may help reduce the brachial plexus injury at this compression point. It is important to apply the chest roll under the chest and not in the axilla (Figure 6). Placing the roll in the axilla will increase the pressure on the brachial plexus in the axilla predisposing the patient to nerve injury. In the lateral decubitus position, there is increased pressure under the dependent shoulder. The average pressure under the dependent shoulder in the lateral position is 66 mmHg (and can exceed 100 mmHg). The pressure under the dependent shoulder decreased to 20 mmHg when the chest wall was elevated using an inflatable chest roll. The pressure further decreased to 12 mmHg when the head was supported by a second inflatable pillow to allow straightening of the cervical spine avoiding lateral angulation of the cervical spine. Patients placed in the lateral decubitus position had an average lateral angulation of neck of 14 degrees. After applying an inflatable chest roll, the average lateral angulation of the neck significantly increased to 20°. When the neck was brought into alignment by inflating a second pillow under the head, the lateral neck angulation decreased significantly to 4°. Using inflatable pillows beneath the dependent chest was associated with significantly less pressure beneath the dependent shoulder and chest compared to a 1000 mL intravenous fluid bag or gel-pads. Prolonged lateralization of the cervical spine can stretch the brachial plexus on the nondependent side[180]. Pronation of the forearm, shoulder abduction more than 90°, extreme elbow flexion and extension should be avoided in the nondependent arm. The nondependent arm rest should be positioned in a way that maintain the arm horizontal and at the same level of shoulder joint (Figure 7). Excessive elevation of the nondependent arm at a level higher than the shoulder joint can overstretch the brachial plexus and predispose the patient to radial nerve injury in the nondependent arm.

Figure 6
Proper placement of chest roll under the dependent chest in the lateral decubitus position. The
POVL has been associated with spine surgery in the lateral decubitus position[139]. Asymmetric bilateral PION with significant involvement of the dependent eye has been reported after spine surgery in the lateral decubitus position[181]. Compression of the dependent eye should be avoided. Neutral forward position of the neck should be maintained to optimize venous drainage from the eye and the orbit. High-risk patients should be positioned with the head above the heart when possible[178].

**Supine and prone arms tucked positions:** Patients are placed in the supine arms tucked and prone arms tucked position for anterior and posterior cervical spine fusion surgeries respectively. The incidence of impending position-related upper extremity nerve injury detected by SSEP changes are 1.8% and 2.1% for the supine arms tucked and prone arms tucked positions respectively[86]. In both positions, it is important to position the forearm in a neutral position while padding the elbow with foam pad. The neck should be maintained in the neutral forward position whenever possible. In the prone arms tucked position, the use of a horseshoe head rest should be avoided. The use of the Mayfield pinned head holder is preferable to avoid direct external pressure on the eye. High-risk patients should be positioned with the head above the heart when possible[178].

**Intraoperative management of physiological parameters**

Ischemic times and thresholds that may lead to clinical perioperative injury of the peripheral nerve and the optic nerve are not documented in humans. With the lack of this knowledge, it is advisable to optimize physiologic parameters by maintaining them close to patient’s baseline values, especially in high-risk cases. Physiologic parameters determining oxygen delivery to the peripheral nerve and the optic nerve may have additive or synergistic effect in predisposed patients placed in challenging operative positions for prolonged periods. Maintaining physiologic mean arterial blood pressure parameters, avoiding severe anemia and venous congestion are important aspects of intraoperative management that may improve oxygen delivery to areas at risk.

Although patient predisposition and intraoperative positioning are usually the risk factors associated with peripheral nerve injury, hypotension and anemia can affect oxygen delivery to the peripheral nerve especially in the presence of stretch or compression. Mean arterial blood pressure has been identified as an independent predictor of upper extremity neurapraxia detected by SSEP in the prone surrender position[182]. The extent and duration of hypotension, and anemia that may cause PPNI in predisposed individuals is not documented.

The ASA task force on the prevention of POVL believes that the use of deliberate hypotension during spine surgery has not been shown to be associated with the development of perioperative visual loss; however, it is advisable to avoid deliberate hypotension in high-risk patients (e.g., with preoperative chronic hypertension). If deliberate hypotension will be used in patients without preoperative hypertension, the blood pressure should be maintained on average within 24% of baseline MAP or with a minimum systolic BP of 84 mmHg. Central venous pressure monitoring should be considered in high-risk cases. Colloids should be used with crystalloids in patients with substantial blood loss. Hemoglobin should be monitored periodically in high-risk cases with significant blood loss. There is no documented lower level of hemoglobin that would eliminate the risk of POVL[178].
Until we have a better understanding of the effects of hypotension and anemia on PPNI and POVL it is advisable to maintain intraoperative mean arterial blood pressure and hemoglobin levels close to preoperative levels in patients at high-risk for PPNI and POVL.
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